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Make a commanding leadership statement.

Bold and contemporary, the Sterling Series turns environments into 

hardworking, high-powered spaces. The complete line of quality 

components includes impressive desks, reception furniture, unique storage 

offerings, and conference furniture. All pieces reveal a rewarding merger 

between design and function.

With rich textures and luminous accents, the Sterling is a winning collection 

that reflects confidence and showcases a sense of prestige and refinement. 

It’s the perfect solution for the most enterprising workplaces. 



Sterling Laminate
Casegoods 
A bold perspective.
1.  Create a contemporary office 

with a complete collection of 
components. 
Every piece needed to fully furnish any 
space is included in the Sterling line. 
Choose single or double pedestal desks. 
Add credenzas, hutches, unique storage 
offerings, bookcases, and tables.

2.  Reflect an exceptionally 
sophisticated aesthetic.  
Sterling’s sweeping curves and beveled 
edges uniquely frame textured work 
surfaces. Rich laminate finishes include our 
most popular Textured Driftwood, along 
with Textured Brown Sugar, and Textured 
Mocha. Chrome standoffs provide just the 
right amount of distinction, while opaque 
acrylic modesty panels and sliding hutch 
doors complement the style.

3.  Bring Sterling’s influence into 
conference rooms. 
Conference tables are available in 8, 10, 
12, 14, and 16-foot lengths, and even a 
42”-square table, perfect for an executive 
office or small conference area. Achieve a 
complete environment with a variety of 
conference room accessories that both 
function and impress.

4.  Establish an efficient and 
welcome reception. 
The textured finish, chrome standoffs, 
and bold design of Sterling is further 
showcased in the line’s reception furniture. 
Choose from two reception station sizes, 
and add the storage elements that best fit 
reception needs.

5.  Bridge the gap with optional 
height-adjustable bridge. 
The bridge provides a sit-stand solution 
and supports today’s dynamic and active 
workspaces.
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powerful
A variety of power outlet/data jack 
combinations can be field-installed into all 
desks and conference tabletops. 

simple
Mayline® makes it easy to order complete 
suites by offering several typical furnishing 
arrangements to choose from.

rapid
All models in all finishes are available on 
both the Quick-Ship and Fast Freight delivery 
programs with no quantity limitations.

coordinating
Our Prestige and Santa Cruz® Lounge 
Collections are the perfect complement 
to any of our casegood lines. The lounge 
collections not only accommodate traditional 
waiting areas, but also lend added comfort to 
teamwork spaces. 

complete
Mayline offers a host of seating solutions 
to suit a wide variety of needs and styles. 
From our Ultimo™ Leather Series chairs 
for executive offices and boardrooms, to 
Commute® multipurpose chairs; Valoré™ 
high-back chairs, to Mercado™ Wood Series 
Guest/Side chairs. And many more.

STERLING OCCASIONAL TABLES

RECEPTION DESK WITH GLASS COUNTER
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